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Summer Yoga Guide – Part 2

2 Posture Manuals
1 Video Tutorial 

Save – Practice – Enjoy – Share

Show us your Yoga moves!  #namasyogasummer

Summer is always a busy period. Days at work can make you crave being outside in the sunshine
and you don't want your workout time to eat into your busy plans. These Yoga tutorials are

created especially for all that want to stretch and feel strong within 5 – 6 minutes.

This 4 part guide takes you right from the beginning 
and slowly builds up so you can progress at home. 

Over the next 4 weeks, I'll be releasing a new yoga 
flow and couple of posture manuals for you to keep 
and do at home. 

Yoga uses your body's own resistance to create 
strength and flexibility.  You'll carry yourself better, 
stand taller as each posture works on your body being
functional. 

My aim is not for you to become a green-smoothie-
loving-hippy with your legs over head (although if you
want to, go for it!). I want you to do something for 
yourself to feel confident, flexible and strong! 

It doesn't matter if you 
have NEVER done Yoga

before, 
these tutorials are 

clear and simple for you 
to take it all 

at your own pace.



One of the many things I love about Yoga is how portable it is, all you need is a Yoga mat! When I
first started practicing at home I didn't own one, but now you can pick up trendy, grippable and

budget friendly ones either online or from your local stores.

Yoga is best practiced on a light stomach. Many of my clients, myself included, have always
regretted doing Yoga after a heavy meal! Try a light snack and keep some water handy during your

practice.

It's entirely up to you what time of day and how often you do these tutorials. Be realistic on your
energy levels and your schedule as well. You don't want to stress about Yoga, that will do the
complete opposite of what you are trying to achieve. Aim for once a week, that's better than

nothing! That's 50 times a year that you stepped on the mat (excluding Christmas and New Years).
Bump it up to twice a week when you're ready and that's potentially 100 times in a year that you

practiced Yoga, let alone any other exercise you are doing. That's great! 

You can add Yoga postures to your warm up or cool down if you are doing an exercise program or
playing sports. When done correctly, the postures mobilize your entire body which is beneficial for

recovery and avoiding injuries. 

Listen to your body and your breathing. Move in time with your breath. Take it slow and steady
without big and exaggerated inhales or exhales. 

The main thing is you HAVE FUN during The Summer Guide. If you're lacking in motivation but
REALLY need and want to do Yoga, get a friend on board with you or online support. Use

#namasyogasummer and post your Yoga moves! I'm on social media if you need to contact me,
the links are shown below.

Thank you so much for sharing with your friends and family. 

  Nam x

Disclaimer: You should consult your doctor or healthcare professional if you are intending to follow any fitness program or regime. The Summer Yoga
Guide is is designed for educational purposes. It is not intended to diagnose any medical condition or to replace your healthcare professional. If you

have any concerns or questions about your health, consult with your healthcare professional to design an appropriate exercise plan to suit your
individual needs. If you experience any pain or difficulty with these exercises, stop immediately. 

The use of any information provided on this site is solely at your own risk. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRaSq8dMg-UxzV-UsiECJZA
http://www.facebook.com/namasyoga/
http://www.instagram.com/namasyoga/
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1. Begin on all fours with your shoulders stacked above your hands and your knees, hip width apart,
underneath your hips.

2. Tuck your toes under and on your exhale, lift your knees off the floor. Slowly lift your hips high, extend
the arms and legs.

3. Allow your head to move in between your arms and gaze through your legs. Lengthen the spine and
diaphragm by lifting the pelvis and sit bones up towards the ceiling.

4. Externally rotate your shoulders, hug your shoulder blades into your upper back and feel them draw
towards your kidneys. One of the ways of testing this shoulder to hand alignment is by momentarily bending
your elbows. Your elbows should bend downwards towards the floor, NOT outwards to the sides.

5. Straighten out the arms without locking the elbows and continue to push away the floor with strong
hands.

6. Draw your navel in towards your lower back and engage your pelvic floor muscles. Firm your thighs and
rotate them inwards. Avoiding your heels touching together

7. Move your chest towards your thighs to lengthen the spine and hug your ribs in to avoid puffing the
chest. Align your ears with the insides of your upper arms and allow your neck to be long without it
dangling towards the floor.

8. Hold this pose for at least 3 breaths, work on maintaining the integrity of the pose.

9. Come out of the pose by slowly lowering back on to the knees and entering Childs Pose.
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https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLmdTwVTthcq-anXH6Gw6zf3uIJ4sGsfIC


Downward Facing Dog  |  Adho Mukha Svanasana

Downward Facing Dog is famous in the line up of Yoga postures. It can highlight areas of your body that may
need some attention such as; a rounded back from having an office job for too long, or extremely tight

hamstrings from playing sports. 

As this recognized pose features in pretty much all Yoga classes, multiple times, you'll be doing Downward
Facing Dog quite a bit. This is why it helps to set a good base foundation in Yoga and respect the progression,

rather than rushing or skipping to the more challenging variations. 

How to come in to the pose

1. Begin on all fours with your shoulders stacked above your hands and your knees, hip width apart, 
underneath your hips. Take your first fingers to face forwards, spread your fingertips wide and feel 
the sensation of pushing away the floor.

2. Tuck your toes under and on your exhale, lift your knees off the floor. Slowly lift your hips high, 
extend the arms and legs. You can soften the knees if the hamstrings or back are feeling tight and 
keep the heels hovering off the floor.

3. Allow your head to move in between your arms and gaze through your legs. Lengthen the spine and 
diaphragm by lifting the pelvis and sit bones up towards the ceiling. 

4. Externally rotate your shoulders, hug your shoulder blades into your upper back and feel them draw 
towards your kidneys. This will broaden your shoulders and encourage your deltoids, triceps and 
serratus anterior to be active in the pose. One of the ways of testing this shoulder to hand alignment
is by momentarily bending your elbows. Your elbows should bend downwards towards the floor, NOT 
outwards to the sides. 

5. Straighten out the arms without locking the elbows and continue to push away the floor with strong 
hands.

6. Draw your navel in towards your lower back and engage your pelvic floor muscles. Firm your thighs 
and rotate them inwards. You can do this by avoiding your heels touching together and 'hiding' your 
heels behind the fronts of your ankles.

7. Move your chest towards your thighs to lengthen the spine and hug your ribs in to avoid puffing the 
chest. Align your ears with the insides of your upper arms and allow your neck to be long without it 
dangling towards the floor. 

8. Hold this pose for at least 3 breaths, work on maintaining the integrity of the pose. The endurance of
holding Downward facing dog must be practiced and built over time. It's common for the wrists and 
upper body to tire. This is where you listen to your body and work on your alignment.

9. Come out of the pose by slowly lowering back on to the knees and entering Childs Pose.

#NAMASYOGASUMMER SUMMER GUIDE PLAYLIST www.nam  asyoga.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u53la9XwTQI&list=PLmdTwVTthcq-anXH6Gw6zf3uIJ4sGsfIC
http://www.namasyoga.com/
http://www.namasyoga.com/


Helpful tips
 Although many referential images on this pose shows the heels touching the floor, I wouldn't make it 

your new obsession. Your heels being on or off the ground hugely alters the pose. Trying to force the 
heels to touch the floor pulls the calf muscles and Hamstrings to follow that downward action. Your 
Hamstrings attach to your sit bones and if they are tight, it pulls the sit bones and pelvis downwards,
thus rounding the lower back and weakens the entire structure of the body. Providing the heels 
refusing to touch the floor is not a skeletal limitation, I would suggest focusing on the heels being 
elevated to explore the pelvic position being neutral and spine being lengthened.

 Warm up in the pose by bending your knees. This will help you shift weight away from the shoulders 
and lengthen the psoas and diaphragm. Listen to your body and explore straightening out the legs, 
seeing if the heels wish to lower down a bit towards the floor.

 Draw your navel towards your spine and heart as you lift the buttocks high, this helps to engage your 
core area which will help to lengthen the spine and stretch the hamstrings.

 Avoid walking your feet or hands closer to one another.

 Avoid looking up. This can stress the cervical spine which does the opposite of most likely what you 
are trying to achieve. Those with tension in the upper back and shoulders tend to do this. Allow the 
neck to be lengthened as the head moves downwards.

 

This pose is beneficial for difficulties
 Reduces stress, anxiety and depression
 Works the upper body strength
 Strengthens the spine
 Stretches hamstrings, Achilles & calves
 Increases flexibility and mobility of the body
 Stimulates internal organs
 Improves digestion
 Activates the abdominal muscles

 Slipped disk
 Pulled hamstrings
 Headache/Migraine
 High blood pressure
 Pregnancy during third-trimester 
 Cold or Flu

#NAMASYOGASUMMER SUMMER GUIDE PLAYLIST www.nam  asyoga.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u53la9XwTQI&list=PLmdTwVTthcq-anXH6Gw6zf3uIJ4sGsfIC
http://www.namasyoga.com/
http://www.namasyoga.com/


Modifications

• Tight lower back or Hamstrings? Bend the knees slightly, lift your sit bones high and lengthen your 
torso. Maintain hugging in your rib cage to avoid puffing your chest and over-using the thoracic spine.

• Ready to take it to the next level? Downward Facing Dog offers four points of contact by using both 
hands and feet. Let's take one points of contact those away and test your balance further! Check out 
Revolved Downward-Facing Dog (Parivrtta Adho Mukha Svanasana). Follow the steps for Downward 
Facing Dog, then slowly drag your right hand and reach towards the outside of your left ankle, calf or
thigh. Allow your waist and torso to twist open to the right. Avoid twisting your pelvis, instead work 
on the keeping the pelvis stable and facing forwards. Ensure that the right shoulder externally 
rotates and you push away from the floor, spreading the fingers wide. 

And finally
Downward Facing Dog has many 'sister' postures so it really helps to get to know your body in this pose so you
can safely explore them when you're ready. Shoulder alignment is key to avoiding shoulder injuries and sets a

great foundation towards inversions such as Handstands (Adho Mukha Vrksasana). 

#NAMASYOGASUMMER SUMMER GUIDE PLAYLIST www.nam  asyoga.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u53la9XwTQI&list=PLmdTwVTthcq-anXH6Gw6zf3uIJ4sGsfIC
http://www.namasyoga.com/
http://www.namasyoga.com/


Crescent Lunge
(Anjaneyasana)

1. Begin from Standing / Mountain pose (Tadasana), bend your knees and enter a lunge by 
stepping back with your Left foot. Position your hands shoulder width apart to the floor, 
either side of your Right (front) foot.

2. Keep your feet hip distance apart. Right knee should be directly above your Right ankle, 
toes facing forwards. Keep your left knee off the ground with your thigh engaged an gently 
press into your back heel. Your hips and shoulder face forwards. 

3. Engage your core as you peel your hands away from the floo3. Engage your core as you peel your hands away from the floor, lift your torso upright and 
reach your arms slowly up towards the sky.

4. Keep your arms strong and avoid shrugging your shoulders. You want your scapula’s (shoul-
der blades) to firm in to your back and lower downwards. 

5. Allow your pelvis to sink forwards and downwards without buckling the knees. 

6. Lengthen your entire torso, gaze forwards and lift through the crown of the head. 

7. Now you can enjoy! Hold the pose for at least 3 breaths. There's a lot to work on in this 
seemingly simple pose, I would highly recommend you practice this 2-3 times a week. Add it 
as part of your warm up or cool down if you are doing other workouts. Don't forget to do the 
other leg.

#NAMASYOGASUMMER www.namasyoga.comSUMMER YOGA PLAYLIST



Crescent Lunge | Anjaneyasana

Anjaneyasana is an integrative part of the lunge family as involves lengthening the torso and the hip flexors.
The optional back bend offers a chest-opening experience as it internally 'tones' the diaphragm, digestive

system and lungs. This pose is really beneficial for those with Asthma or breathing difficulties.

Any back bend, mild to extreme, demands a heavy amount of work on the pelvis and spine. However, don't
let that put you off, read on to find out and experience how to do this pose safely. 

How to come in to the pose

1. Begin from Standing / Mountain pose (Tadasana), bend your knees and enter a lunge by stepping back
with your Left foot. Position your hands shoulder width apart to the floor, either side of your Right 
(front) foot.

2. Shuffle your feet so they are hip distant apart. Your Right knee should be stacked directly above your
Right ankle and toes facing forwards. Keep your left knee off the ground with your thigh engaged an 
gently press into your back heel. Your hips and shoulders face forwards. 

3. Engage your core as you start peeling your hands away from the floor, lift your torso upright and 
reach your arms slowly up towards the sky. Make sure your shoulders are stacked directly over hips 
for this part.

4. Imagine you are holding a beach ball in between your hands, keep your arms strong and avoid 
shrugging your shoulders. You want your scapulas (shoulder blades) to firm in to your back and lower 
downwards. This will engage your shoulder and back muscles to work efficiently.

5. Allow your pelvis to sink forwards and downwards without buckling the knees, this will help stretch 
the hip flexors and tops of the Quadriceps. Move your tailbone to point towards your back knee, this 
will help avoid tilting the pelvis in an anterior position which is is very common for those with lower 
back pain. 

6. Lengthen your entire torso, gaze forwards and lift through the crown of the head. 

7. Full Crescent involves a back bend, which is optional. You can begin by taking the chest to face 
slightly upwards and your shoulders move back and stack over the back thigh. Allow your arms to 
reach back a little, your hands and head follow the alignment of whatever your spine is doing. 
Engage your upper and lower abdominal muscles to protect over-bending and injury. Lift up through 
the bra-strap line of your back and chest. You'll deepen the stretch of the Psoas muscles and hip 
flexors by entering full Crescent Lunge, just don't go too far, otherwise you find it hard to get out of 
the pose.

8. Now you can enjoy! Hold the pose for at least 3 breaths. There's a lot to work on in this seemingly 
simple pose, I would highly recommend you practice this 2-3 times a week. Add it as part of your 
warm up or cool down if you are doing other workouts. Don't forget to do the other leg. 

#NAMASYOGASUMMER SUMMER GUIDE PLAYLIST www.nam  asyoga.com

http://www.namasyoga.com/
http://www.namasyoga.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u53la9XwTQI&list=PLmdTwVTthcq-anXH6Gw6zf3uIJ4sGsfIC


Helpful tips

 Front leg: Ensure the knee is tracking the big toe and is stacked directly above the ankle. Avoid the 
knee tipping inwards as this can aggravate your hip joint.

 Engage your core by drawing your navel towards your spine and heart. Avoid leaning your body 
forwards and rounding your upper body.

 The deeper you can go in this pose, you might find that your hips move forwards and sink very low to 
the floor. If this is happening, check that your knee isn't going over your toes as this can aggravate 
the knee joint. Step the front foot forwards a little till the knee is stacked over the ankle. 

This pose is beneficial for difficulties

 Stretches the hips, inner groins and psoas 
muscles

 Increases mobility of the spine
 Stimulates and stretches internal organs
 Beneficial for Asthma suffers
 Improves balance
 Conditions the legs 

 Slipped disk
 Sciatica
 Groin strain
 Knee injuries

#NAMASYOGASUMMER SUMMER GUIDE PLAYLIST www.nam  asyoga.com

http://www.namasyoga.com/
http://www.namasyoga.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u53la9XwTQI&list=PLmdTwVTthcq-anXH6Gw6zf3uIJ4sGsfIC


Modifications

 If you cannot raise you arms over head, you can still practice this pose by placing your hands on your 
hips and still gain benefits of the lunge. 

 Variation 1: Low Crescent Lunge. Follow the Steps 1 & 2 to come into Crescent Lunge. Then place 
your back knee and the top of the back foot to the floor. Check that your front foot and back knee 
are positioned hip distance apart. From here, you can follow Step 3 on wards. This is a great 
variation for those that struggle with balance or are new to Lunges.

 Variation 2: Arm variation. This is best tested on a Low Crescent Lunge first but you can do this in 
regular Crescent Lunge. Enter the full pose and then interlace your hands together behind you by the
base of your spine. Begin moving your shoulder blades together as you extend the arms. It can be 
quite intense for some people as this really challenges shoulder mobility and opens the chest. Though
the arms are working towards straightening out behind you, think of your triceps and elbows drawing 
together, keep the fingers firmly interlaced. 

And finally...

A hidden gem that's being stretched in this pose is your Psoas muscles (Iliopsoas). The two muscles that make
up the iliopsoas group are the psoas major and iliacus. It's a muscular band that connects from your Lumbar
region of the vertebral column, all the way to front of your body and is attached to the femur. It's a deep

core muscle that can be easily over looked. When neglected, a tight Psoas can cause postural problems and
lower back pain as it can affect the natural curve of the spine. A healthy Illiopsoas is important to daily life,

they stabilize the lower back and hip flexors. Thankfully, Yoga Asanas involves a full body workout so this
hidden gem is being lengthened and conditioned without us knowing. Phew!

#NAMASYOGASUMMER SUMMER GUIDE PLAYLIST www.nam  asyoga.com

http://www.namasyoga.com/
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